Research
Programs

Search Results
Results are listed with the most current article at
the top. There is the option to print, email or save
the results to your computer. All materials have
copyright clearance to create a single copy,
however no multiple copies for distribution.
Searching one database at a time offers greater
search features. If a search is done on more than
one database the search screen will be more
generic but will produce broader results.
Full Text - full articles, no abstracts or citations
Search within Full Text - entire article
Quotations”” -exact phrase will be searched
Asterisk * - unknown characters (ie. Johns*
searches for Johnson, Johnston, Johnstone etc.)
OR—multiple terms (ie. Cats OR felines)
NOT—unwanted results (ie. Nile NOT virus)

License

806 Manitoba Avenue
Selkirk MB R1A 2H4
Phone: 204-482-3522
Fax: 204-482-6166
E-mail: library@gfrl.org
websire: www.gfrl.org

RESOURCES

@ the Library

Public Library Service pays the license for the
rural and northern public libraries. The license
restricts use of the database to the public library
or residence of public library members. Use of
the database in the school would be a
violation of the terms of the public library
license.

Find Canadian, international and
children’s magazines like:
Alberta Sweetgrass
Bank of Canada Review
Beaver
BMX Racing
Canadian Geographic
Canadian Social Trends
Chatelaine
ChickaDEE
Computing Canada
Elle
Flare
Fishing World
Food in Canada
Harrowsmith Country Life
In Britain
Landsailing
Maclean's
Manitoba History
Marketing Magazine
Ontario Out of Doors
Motorcycles
The New (Mexico)
NZ Business
Profit
Reading Teacher
Skateboarding
Teen Tribute
Time
Tractors
USA Today
Vanity Fair and hundreds more.

Welcome to your Library
FREE to members of the library.
To login from home or in the library, go to

http://www.gfrl.org

click on Search - Login (top right corner),
then select Ebscohost.

Use your Library Card number for
access, no password is required

What is offered….?
Ebscohost Web is an
accumulation of many
databases, select them all or
individually.
Funk & Wagnalls New World Encyclopedia over 25,000 encyclopedic entries.

EBSCO Animals - full text records describing
the nature and habitat of familiar animals.

Primary Search - 70 popular, magazines for
elementary school research.

What is offered….?
Canadian Reference Centre
- magazines, newspapers,
newswires and reference
books. All create the largest
collection of regional full text content available
to Canadian libraries, 85,639 full text
biographies and an Image Collection of
285,912 photos, maps, and flags.

NoveList - a readers'
advisory service, provides
access to 155,000 fiction
titles, and a wide range of
feature content including author read-alikes,
book discussion guides, and reading lists.

Middle Search Plus - 140 popular, middle
school magazines, 85,639 biographies,
104,481 primary source documents, and an
Image Collection of 285,912 photos, maps and
flags.

Canadian Reference Centre - magazines,
newspapers, newswires and reference books
to create the largest collection of regional full
text content available to Canadian libraries.

Academic Search Elite - 2,000 journals,
including more than 1,500 peer-reviewed titles.

MasterFILE - 1,750 general reference, 500 full
text reference books, 85,827 biographies,
105,789 primary source documents, and an
Image Collection of 285,912 photos, maps and
flags.

What is offered….?

What is offered….?

Explora Primary Canada and
Explora Primary for Schools For elementary/middle school
students this interface
combines a state-of-the-art search engine
(powered by EBSCOhost®) with a child-friendly,
graphically-rich design that is both powerful and
fun to use.

A full text database
accessible via a custom
EBSCO interface. It is
designed to assist
homeowners in
do-it-yourself home repair, maintenance, and
remodeling projects. Step-by-step instructions
for thousands of projects in the areas of
plumbing, outdoor, woodworking, electrical,
and decorating are provided in high-quality
PDF files.

Explora Canada - For
secondary school students,
users can easily
pre-determine which content
sources will be included with their search. They
can also search their databases by topic heading,
make use of an online dictionary and encyclopedia, explore the top searches of the day, and
even limit their search according to appropriate
Lexile reading levels.
Auto Repair Reference Centre more than 31,660 vehicles
covered from 1945 to present;
drawings and step-by-step
photographs; technical service bulletins & recalls
issued by the original equipment vehicle
manufacturer; enhanced wiring diagrams for easy
viewing and printing; specifications & maintenance
schedules; Labor Time Guide & Estimator;
AutoIQ; Quick Tips, a complete guide to vehicle
ownership & maintenance and much more.

Canadian Points of View Reference
Centre - Containing resources that
present multiple sides of a current
issue, including information on key
topics of interest to Canadian
researchers. This database
provides rich content that can help students
realize and develop persuasive arguments and
essays, better understand controversial issues,
and develop analytical thinking skills.

Additionally, thousands of articles from
magazines and reference books provide tips
and suggestions to supplement the
step-by-step project instructions.

SERRC contains the full set
of small engine repair
manuals from Clymer
(http://www.clymer.com/).
These manuals contain thousands of accurate
and concise step-by-step maintenance and
repair instructions for hundreds of small
engine machines and their supporting
components. Routine maintenance, such as
tune-ups and brake service, as well as more
extensive repairs involving engine
transmission disassembly are covered.
Engines types include: motorcycles, ATVs,
personal water craft, snowmobiles, lawn
mowers, tractors, snow blowers, generators,
and more. Detailed and user-friendly content
is provided in high-quality PDF files. Many
documents contain photos and detailed
illustrations to visually support step-by-step
procedures.

